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June 27, 2015 Florida Hospital Seventh-day Adventist Church 
Proverbs 3:5 & 6: Psalm 119:105  God Speaks to Me Through 
Others—Guidance by Andy McDonald 
 
This year we have been making our way through exploring the 12 
classical Spiritual Disciplines and today we are looking at the 11th the 
next to the last of our series.   It is important to remind ourselves that 
these Spiritual Disciplines are simply practices to give God greater 
access to us to our hearts and minds that he might, as Philippians 2 
says, will and to do according to his good pleasure in us.  
 
It is important for us to remember that these aren’t practices for us to 
check off that we tried but they are resources we return to on a regular 
and intentional basis.   
 
This summer many of you will take trips.  It may be a once in a life 
time road trip or visit to a foreign country, or it may just be a day at the 
beach.   But our trips are enriched when we are intentional about them:  
Intentional in our planning, intentional in our preparation. Laying out 
the plan for our trip enables us to avoid troubles, and to enjoy the 
anticipation of what is on the horizon. The intention brings meaning. 
 
Some of you may have made a New Years Resolution and now with 
summer you may have renewed your commitment to get more exercise 
and eat more healthfully. Having the wish the resolution is one thing 
but as you get very intentional about  this and make a plan and 
schedules etc. your likely hood of success increases. 
 
In the same way get really intentional about the Spiritual Disciplines.  
There will be seasons of life when you will resonate with one discipline 
more than another, but intentionally working your way through these  
proven practices will bring insights and open us in new ways for God 
to bring life and grow to us. 
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There’s no merit in the discipline but they are simply ways to prop 
open the door to our lives, to invite God to come in and transform us 
more and more like Jesus. 
 
Let’s pray,  Father, now as we open your word, please send the Holy 
Spirit who inspired scripture, to guide us to understand its meaning for 
us today.  Teach us to be like Jesus who lived constantly under your 
guidance, In his name we pray, Amen 
 
There is something deep in our human hearts that pulls us to want our 
own way.  I’ve noticed that whether we intend it or not we encourage it 
from a very early age.  We praise those first actions, rolling over on 
their own, or crawling. First steps on their own get our applause and 
adulations.  We celebrate learning to feed themselves or hold their own 
bottle. And we enjoy those words of self-differentiation, I can do it 
myself. 
 
Maybe that’s why when we first encounter the discipline of guidance 
we think about it in very individualistic ways.  
We may read Proverbs 3:5&6 “Trust in the Lord with all your heart and 
lean not on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him 
and he will make your path straight.” 
 
And our western individualistic minds hear it all singular. We even will 
put an implied “You” before the first word.  Like You, Andy, trust in 
the Lord with all your individual heart.  We hear don’t lean on your 
own personal understanding,  In all your individual ways acknowledge 
him and while other individual’s paths might be crooked, your’s will be 
straight.  
 
This isn’t all wrong. We can seek and trust God and he will direct our 
personal paths.  But Jesus seems to allude to the reality that together we 
may better hear God’s  voice of guidance than we will alone. 
In Matthew 18  Jesus said that wherever two or three are gathered in his 
name he is there. 
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In the early church there was a major call and great example of seeking 
guidance.   
 
There were some who were wanting to lay all the requirements of the 
Jewish religion on those who were becoming followers of Christ. For a 
thousand plus years the culture had been steeped in Judiasm. The 
practices of food preparation, the rite of circumcision, the relation to 
idols.  
 
It was a pretty contentious conversation.  Some men came down from 
Judea to Antioch and they were saying that without practicing the 
customs taught by Moses the Gentile, the new believer couldn’t be 
saved.  Will Christianity be enslaved to Jewish culture?  What will the 
future look like? 
 
They needed guidance.  From where would it come?   What would this 
model look like that was being established for seeking guidance?  
 
They came together not to just argue their point, 
 They came together not to just search scriptures, 
   They came together in the unity of the resurrection seeking to hear 
the mind of the Spirit. 
 
The thinking from Acts 4 seems to be that because Jesus is alive we can 
hear his voice and obey his will.  
 
There wasn’t a parting of the heavens with the voice of God dictating 
No one went into a trance or vision.  But they worked through this 
point of major contention because they fasted and prayed, and 
worshipped and listened to one another in order to hear the mind of the 
Spirit. 
 
Peter may have reminded them of his dream of sheet coming down 
with all the unclean animals  and how he was taught by the spirit to call 
no man unclean. And how the Holy Spirit came to Cornelius and his 
whole house hold just as the Spirit came to the Jewish believers. 
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The party of the Pharisees said the Gentiles have to obey the law of 
Moses and be circumcised.  
 
Peter argued  why do you put on the new disciples neck a yoke that 
neither we nor our fathers have been able to bear? NO! We believe it is 
through the grace of our Lord Jesus that we are saved. And the Gentiles 
are saved the same way. 
 
Everyone stopped talking the room got quiet as Paul and Barnabas told 
about their experiences of miraculous signs and wonders God had done 
among the Gentiles.  
 
Then James said, It is my judgment, therefore, that we  should not 
make it difficult for the Gentiles who are turning to God.” 
 
This was an amazing council. Acts 15 is an amazing story. Because 
they came together not to vote, not to dictate, or rule over but they 
came to listen to the Spirit speaking through their words, and to find 
guidance in discerning the mind of the Spirit. 
 
Under the Spirit’s guidance  they rejected cultural religion and they 
accepted the everlasting GOSPEL OF JESUS!! It was a day of victory 
for God and the church  
 
Acts 15:29 shares the conclusion of their time together. “It seemed 
good to the Holy Spirit and to us not to burden you with anything 
beyond the following requirements: You are to abstain from food 
sacrificed to idols, from blood, from the meat of strangled animals and 
from sexual immorality. You will do well to avoid these things.” 
 
Wow!  That’s what guidance well practiced under the influence of the 
Holy Spirit can do.  From the hundreds of laws of Moses, from the full 
Old Testament, these are the things we bring forward from the culture 
of Judaism that have validity for Gentile Christians. 
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It seems that sometimes we Gentile Christians have bulked up the 
burdens for new believers again. 
 
Where do we get guidance?  How do we practice this discipline. 
 
We imagine that guidance would be so much easier if we had a Cloud 
to shade us and lead us around in the day and a pillar of fire for night 
guidance. 
 
We imagine that having those stones like the urim and thumim  on the 
High Priest’s breast plate that would signal yes or no to question s 
would be ideal.   
 
But that’s not the New Testament model for guidance.  Today we are to 
come together and seek guidance.  We find leadings in Scripture, 
reason, circumstances, promptings of the Spirit on our heart, 
conscience.  There can be special revelations of angels, visions, dreams 
and signs, but most often it is you guiding me in the Spirit and me 
guiding you, and a willingness for the individual to yield to the group.   
 
In the end so often the question is, “Do I want guidance or do I want 
my own way?”  or “Do I want guidance or simply alignment with my 
desires? 
 
When we genuinely want to have people speak into our lives do we just 
blindly do whatever they say? If not how can we weigh their guidance? 
What are some principles that can guide us in getting guidance> 
 
First don’t seek guidance regarding things already specifically clear in 
Scripture. 
 
You don’t need to seek guidance about whether or not you should take 
something that doesn’t belong to you!  Scripture is clear  You shall not 
steal. 
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You don’t need to seek guidance from God or anyone else about 
whether or not it would be okay to share that story of gossip. 
 
Want to retaliate to practice vengeance, you don’t need guidance 
because it is already clear in scripture.  
 
For taking action or resisting taking action  you don’t need to seek 
guidance if scripture has already set the standard—just obey. 
 
Because  Jesus lives you can hear his voice in scripture and you can 
obey his will.  
 
We don’t need to seek guidance about whether or not we ought to work 
hard and  faithful workers, Colossians 3:23 says Whatever you do, 
work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not for men.”  
So no guidance  need be sought about if it’s okay so slough off, the 
Bible is clear about working diligently.  But it doesn’t say at what.   
 
So seeking guidance for direction in career would be a great place to 
tap into the wisdom of others. 
 
So the first principle is don’t seek additional guidance if scripture is 
specifically clear. 
 
Second understand that much of God’s guidance may be covert 
unconscious. 
 
Trust in the lord with all your heart and don’t lean on your own 
understanding, in all your ways acknowledge him and he will make 
your paths straight, he will give you guidance.  
 
We walk by faith not by sight.  God’s guidance must be assumed by the 
believer.  We have faith that as we trust he leads.   
 
Third, God rarely if ever gives the whole enchilada of guidance directly 
or through fellow believers, but instead gives it as we need it. 
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I have a love hate relationship GPS. It is much improved with Google 
maps because at least you get a quick peek at the whole route you’ll be 
traveling before you start the navigation. But once you start it you don’t 
get guidance about anything beyond your next turn.  Just as you need 
the information it comes and the same is true for divine guidance. 
There have been occasions in my life when I wanted guidance beyond 
my own understanding.   
 
I’ll never forget going to my Dad to get his guidance about marrying 
my wife Vicki.  I was in love and I knew enough about love to 
recognize that it’s very nature creates a bit of tunnel vision or 
blindness. I really wanted to get married but before asking Vicki I went 
to my Dad and asked for his guidance, is there any reason you can see 
from your perspective, different than mine, of why I shouldn’t propose, 
and if she said yes marry her?   I was glad his guidance matched my 
mind.  But I was being serious I would have slowed down the process 
if he’d seen it differently. 
 
Over the years there have been offers to go to work other places and on 
several of those occasions I’ve invited others to speak into the decision 
making process, and their guidance has been helpful.  
 
Last night at our church business meeting I believe we witnessed the 
guidance of the group.  No one person has the answers.  We learned 
that clearly as a team when we developed the Vision Frame and again 
as we developed our Vision 2018.  And last night as we voted Vision 
2018 We will be a church without walls fully engaged in serving the 
people of our community, that vote was the guidance of the group.  
Together we sought the spirit and in that voting we basically said, It 
seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us. 
 
A number of years ago I developed what I called a personal advisory 
council. Just an informal group of 4 or 5 guys who would meet with me 
occasionally to give guidance, to speak into my life.  We can do it with 
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friends, a bible study group, people with whom we share a hobby, 
family, classmates.   
 
I don’t know where it will be for you but don’t go it alone.  We need 
each other. None of us are a complete body by ourselves.  One is an ear 
and another an eye.  Somebody is a pancreas and another a pituitary 
gland.  One a hand and another a foot.   And we need the guidance that 
can come from one another. 
 
This next week our denomination will convene in San Antonio Texas.  
From all over the world representatives will gather to set policy and 
vote matters of business and positions on theology.  It can be a meeting 
of the democratic process of majority votes.  Or it could deteriorate 
further into behind the scenes manipulations or even attempts at 
totalitarianism,  or it could be what God wants, a group of people who 
fast and pray and worship and then together seek the mind of the Spirit.  
 
During this week in preparation for the opening on July 1 I want to 
encourage you to be a part of the General Conference Session through 
prayer. Take some extra prayer time between now and July 1 and on 
through July 11 to pray for those involved to be truly seeking the mind 
of the spirit that it might reflect a similarity to Acts 15.   
 
Here at the Hospital Church I want us to be a compassionate 
community loving people into a lifelong friendship with God.  A 
community of faith that practices the disciplines including guidance 
that we will be open to both giving and receiving guidance of the Spirit 
for one another, and the God will guide us, a people confident in our 
Savior into serving the people of our community. 
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The$Discipline$of$Guidance$calls$us$to$rely$on$friendships$with$other$believers$to$
help$us$better$discern$God’s$will.$Through$it,$we$hold$a$more$confident$sense$of$
spiritual$direction.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!–Habits!of!a!Child’s!Heart,!p.165!
!

Many!people!made!“Guidance”!a!very!private!individualistic!pursuit.!!In!those!

moments!when!I’m!lost,!I’m!undecided,!or!I’m!not!sure!what!should!be!next!for!

me,!that’s!when!I!crave!guidance.!!But!at!the!same!time,!even!when!I!know!I!need!

guidance,!I!may!remain!a!little!hesitant!because!what!if!the!guidance!is!in!a!

direction!I!don’t!want!to!go?!

!

The!discipline!of!“Guidance,”!though,!is!more!about!corporate!guidance.!!How!

does!the!group,!church,!or!association!know!what!direction!to!go,!what!to!teach,!

what!to!believe,!or!how!to!practice!the!“faith?”!!!

!

Do!we!believe!that!collectively!we!can!hear!a!word!of!guidance!from!God?!And!

maybe!for!this!discipline!better!question!is!can!I!hear!a!word!of!guidance!from!God!

through!you?!Who!in!your!life!do!you!trust!to!tell!you!the!truth!even!when!you!

don’t!want!to!hear!it?!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!guid·ance!!noun!\�īd!ns!\!
                     :!advice!or!information!aimed!at!resolving!a!problem!or!difficulty,!especially!as!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!given!by!someone!in!authority.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:!the!directing!of!the!motion!or!position!of!something!
!

One!of!the!pressing!questions!in!the!practice!of!this!discipline!is—Can!the!person!

giving!advice!or!guidance,!the!person!in!authority,!be!a!friend!or!fellow!member?!

!

$Personally,$I've$been$completely$satisfied$with$who$$
you$are$and$what$you$are$doing.$You$seem$to$me$to$$
be$wellAmotivated$and$wellAinstructed,$quite$capable$$
of$guiding$and$advising$one$another.$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Romans!15:14!The!Message$
!!

! !



Examples)of)How)the)Discipline)of)Guidance)Functions)
!

God!guides!us!through!the!special!revelation!of!the!scriptures,!through!the!natural!

revelation!around!us,!and!through!one!another!by!the!Holy!Spirit.!

!

Jesus!lived!his!entire!ministry!in!response!to!the!guidance!of!his!Father.!!He!said!

that!he!came!down!from!heaven!not!to!do!his!own!will!but!to!do!the!will!of!the!

one!who!sent!him.!(John!6:38)!!He!taught!that!we!too!can!hear!God’s!guidance!and!

maybe!most!clearly!when!we!are!in!the!company!of!other’s!seeking!God’s!

guidance.!Remember!“where!two!or!three!are!gathered!in!my!name,!there am I in 
the!midst!of!them.”!(Matthew!18:20)!

!

In!the!life!of!the!early!Christian!Church!it!seems!that!guidance—seeking,!finding!

and!following!God’s!guidance—was!a!corporate!affair.!The!process!was!open!for!

debate!and!disagreement,!but!it!was!in!wrestling!through!an!issue!in!pursuit!of!

hearing!the!mind!of!the!Spirit.!

!

Acts!15!records!the!“Jerusalem!Council”!where!the!early!church!faced!and!resolved!

major!conflicts.!!Had!each!side!been!only!about!getting!their!way!the!outcome!

might!have!been!very!different.!!But!all!parties!in!unity!of!the!Spirit,!pursued!the!

mind!of!the!spirit.!!This!is!evident!because!even!after!intense!debate!and!story!

telling!!they!said,!“It!seemed!good!to!the!Holy!Spirit!and!to!us…”!

!

To!pursue!the!discipline!of!guidance!is!to!recognize!that!none!of!us!possess!

everything!needed!so!we!need!one!another.!!Paul’s!illustration!of!the!church!as!a!

body!and!how!each!part!needs!all!the!others!is!indicative!of!how!we!can!give!

guidance!to!one!another.!

!

Several!years!ago!at!the!Hospital!Church!we!were!working!on!how!to!best!word!

our!mission,!values,!strategy,!and!metrics.!!As!ideas!were!put!forth!the!Church!

Board!would!speak!into!these!ideas,!pray,!edit!and!wrestle!with!these!together.!!

We!were!seeking!God’s!guidance!because!we!wanted!to!follow!his!will.!It!was!the!

collective!experience!of!the!board!and!then!the!church!in!a!business!meeting!

affirming!what!had!been!developed!that!helped!confirm!the!Spirit’s!guidance.!

None!one!of!us!knew!best,!but!together!we!collaborated!and!found!the!direction!

the!Spirit!was!guiding!us.!!

!

If$you$cannot$listen$to$your$brother,$you$cannot$listen$to$the$Holy$Spirit.$$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!aVirgil!Vogt!

The$Spirit$will$never$lead$in$opposition$to$the$written$Word$that$he$inspired.$$
!!!!!!!!Celebration!of!Discipline,!p.!188$ !



Ideas)for)parents)to)assist)children)in)practicing)this)discipline)
!

Paramount!for!teaching!this!to!our!children!is!our!being!vulnerable,!honest,!and!

inclusive!of!them!in!our!recognition!of!our!need!for!guidance,!and!then!letting!

them!see!us!receiving!it!willingly.!This!will!open!them!to!receiving!guidance!as!a!

normal!part!of!life.!

!

For!Younger!Kids:!

• Give!an!allowance!and!talk!(give!guidance)!regarding!saving!and!giving.!

• Teach!a!skill!or!sport!in!the!process!you!are!giving!guidance.!

• Play!follow!the!leader!and!talk!about!responsibility!to!guide!well.!

• After!reading!and!discussing!a!story,!talk!about!how!you!or!the!

grandparent!helped!enlarge!understanding!through!their!guidance.!

• Create!some!opportunities!for!family!consensus!building!over!which!

movie!to!watch,!a!restaurant!choice,!or!eventually!where!to!vacation.!

For!Older!Kids:!

• Provide!opportunities!or!excuses!to!have!older!children!teach,!coach,!

train,!and!guide!younger!children.!

• Take!opportunity!to!talk!about!importance!of!guidance!in!relationship!

choices.!

• When!watching!TV!or!other!media,!look!for!discussion!opportunities!

about!what!might!have!been!different!if!they!had!sought!guidance,!or!why!

something!worked!out!well!because!they!did!get!guidance.!!

$
Let$the$wise$listen$and$add$to$their$learning,$and$let$the$discerning$get$guidance.$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Proverbs!1:5!
Where$there$is$no$guidance$the$people$fall,$but$in$abundance$of$counselors$there$
is$victory.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Proverbs!11:14!
!

The)Bottom)Line)
)
The$Discipline$of$Guidance$is$about$improving$our$ability$to$discern$God’s$will$for$
our$lives$through$the$assistance$of$others.$With$the$discipline$comes$a$more$
confident$sense$of$spiritual$direction,$which$is$absolutely$necessary$for$healthful$
living.$$Cultivating$a$group$of$trusted$friends$with$whom$you$can$share$intimate$
details$of$self$and$from$whom$you$are$fed,$improves$the$quality$of$our$earthly$
lives$as$well$as$our$spiritual$ones.$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$–Habits!of!a!Child’s!Heart,!p.179$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$



!

1. Share!a!time!when!you!really!didn’t!want!any!guidance.!!How!did!

that!work!out?!

!

!

2. Who!are!your!“go!to”!people!for!guidance?!

!

!

3. What!is!the!riskiest!part!of!getting!guidance!for!a!decision?!

!

!

4. What!do!you!think!about!a!group!of!people!seeking!the!mind!of!the!

Spirit?!

!

!

5. How!can!there!be!some!consensus!that!the!decision!is!the!one!the!

Spirit!was!guiding!toward?!

!

!

6. How!would!you!react!if!the!group!all!agreed!the!Spirit!was!guiding!

but!the!decision!went!against!Scripture?!

!

!

7. How!do!we!balance!God’s!directives!(divine!guidance)!on!a!

particular!issue!and!God’s!general!directive!(divine!guidance)!to!be!

an!all!inclusive!community!of!loving!persons?!!

!

!

8. Where!do!you!need!guidance!right!now!and!who!will!you!access!to!

help!know!God’s!will!for!you?!

! !


